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Trendy slate look in the garden 
 

GARANTIA is the trendsetter in the garden. The successful 

Ergo and Ergo Quadro raised bed systems are now offered in 

trendy gray 3D slate look Stone in addition to the familiar 

Wood 3D wood look. Slate is a current trend - as a decor of 

countertops, floor coverings, in facade design and now also 

in the garden. 

 

GARANTIA offers two variants: the square raised bed system Ergo 

Quadro Stone and the hexagonal raised bed system Ergo Stone. 

The two shapes can be combined with each other, offering a great 

variety of design options. No tools are needed to assemble the 

raised bed systems. 

 

The basic set of the hexagonal raised bed system Ergo (110 x 95 

cm) consists of six panels. An extension set with a length of 55 cm 

is also offered for expansion. The square alternative Ergo Quadro 

is available in three sizes: Ergo Quadro S (60 x 60 cm), Ergo 

Quadro M (60 x 80 cm) and Ergo Quadro L (80 x 80 cm), each with 

a height of 25 cm. The height of the Ergo raised bed system can 

be adjusted to the desired working height by combining several 

sets in 25 cm increments. 

 

Optionalgrowth zone and cold frame attachment 

 

For the Ergo raised bed systems Stone and Ergo Quadro Stone S, 

L and M, we offer matching Ergo growth modules which increase 

the incidence of light and heat and promote plant growth. The 

growth module for the Ergo raised bed system Stone Quadro M 

can also be combined with the cold frame attachment. The trans-

parent lid protects the plants from the weather. 

 

The plastic elements of the modular GARANTIA Ergo raised bed 

system Stone are UV-stable as well as weather-resistant. The 
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panels are insensitive to moisture and, unlike wooden raised beds, 

do not require maintenance and painting. 

 

The raised bed system is manufactured in Germany in an elabo-

rate process entirely from recycled plastic. As an expression of 

high quality, the manufacturer provides a five-year warranty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GARANTIA_PR_Ergo_Quadro_Hochbeet_M_Ergo_L_De-
tail_02_10x15_rgb_300dpi.jpg 
No tools are needed to assemble the raised bed systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GARANTIA_PR_Ergo_Quadro_Hochbeet_De-
tail_Schieferoptik_03_10x15_rgb_300dpi.jpg 
Slate is a current trend - as a decor of countertops, floor coverings, in 
facade design and now also in the garden. 
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GARANTIA_PR_Ergo_Quadro_Hochbeet_Wachstumsmod-
ule_04_10x15_rgb_300dpi.jpg 
The height of the Ergo raised bed system can be adjusted to the de-
sired working height by combining several sets in 25 cm increments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GARANTIA_PR_Ergo_Quadro_Hochbeet_M_Ergo_Fruehbeet-
Aufsatz_05_10x15_rgb_300dpi.jpg 
For the Ergo raised bed systems Stone and Ergo Quadro Stone S, L 
and M, matching Ergo growth modules are also offered, which increase 
the incidence of light and heat and promote plant growth. 

 

You can find more information about Otto Graf GmbH here: 

graf.info/unternehmensprofil 

 

 
Your contact person: 
 
Hanna Kreutz 

http://de.graf.info/news-presse/unternehmen/portrait-otto-graf-gmbh.html
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Telephone: + 49 (0) 76 41 / 589 984 
kreutz@graf.info  
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